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Brand awareness and brand equity are sometimes used compassionately and it really matters they don't. Let us tell you why.***There is a long list of branding terms that every entrepreneur, business owner, and especially brand managers need to know. Two of them, brand awareness and
brand equity, should be at the very top of the list. Why are the two terms? Because they are directly related to audience perceptions and engagement with brands. Read on to learn more about the difference between brand equity and brand awareness, and learn how to measure it to reach
your brand's potential. What is Brand Awareness? Brand awareness is the familiarity of the audience with brands through its quality or image. Think of the popularity, logo recognition, or social media involved. It's tied to what viewers remember about the brand. Why Brand Awareness Is
Important? Getting brand awareness properly can really encourage users to make repeated purchases with your brand. If a customer recognizes your brand immediately, then there's a far higher chance than they choose it over any other competitor. Put yourself in customer shoes—



wouldn't you rather go with a brand you know about somewhat you've never seen before? If you haven't tracked brand awareness yet, you need to get its statistics because this is one of the most important metrics for all companies. When tracked, you can see what works to strengthen and
raise awareness, so you know exactly what marketing efforts you should focus on. As your brand awareness begins to grow, so it's too much if your business's revenue and growth. And what is brand equity? Brand equity is a real commercial value that comes from audience perceptions of
brands. Why are you choosing a particular product or service over the same type? Perhaps because of its branding. One will choose a certain brand over the other even if the second brand becomes a better product due to effective branding. In other words, branding can make products or
services more valuable and reliable. Why Is Brand Equity Important? Brand equity is just as important as brand awareness. In fact, your brand equity can be heavily dependent on awareness—strong brand awareness often results in good brand equity. It's not that simple, though, because
there are other factors that play like brand recognition, customer retention, and brand quality seen. It may not always be obvious, but the majority of customers base their purchase decisions on brand equity. If a brand has strong equity, then there's a good chance that consumers will have a
lot of confidence This can help you take some market share away from your competitors as consumers will repeatedly return to you. Brand Awareness, Brand Equity – Why Confusion? Although the very different definitions of both equities have, people are still confusing them. This may be
because brand awareness actually falls under the brand equity category. To Brand equity can be viewed from three perspectives: customer thinking, product marketing results, and financial marketing results. Brand awareness is part of customer thinking and what determines brand
awareness is also what determines financial results. To make it clearer, it is an element of brand equity that should be considered an individual component that affects brand equity as a whole. It's a significant detailed part of the bigger picture. How building brand awareness Of Brand
Awareness Means increasing brand equity, and increasing brand equity means increasing financial results. There are several ways to raise brand awareness. Make sure you build and sell quality products or services. Focus on brand strategy immediately and create a strong brand
presence. Brand recognition comes a long way in trouble or when customers need to choose between two brands. Communicate with your audienceSpeaking customers, pay attention to customer satisfaction. Friendly, exceeding expectations, and practicing accountability. Another way to
raise brand awareness is to work with trusted companies and take advantage of their presence to help your brand. Don't forget technically and invest in creative, but qualified marketing teams. Here are a few more ways you can build your brand awareness:Branded Packaging – Your
product packaging needs to clearly display your logo and branding. The more users see it, the more branding you will stick in their heads. Finally, your branded packaging will become known immediately and may even be a household name. Influencer Marketing - Influencers holds a lot of
ways on social media right now and if someone is seen supporting your brand then a large number of their followers will probably follow their suit. If you work with some influencers who have a significant following, then your brand awareness can pass through the roof quickly! Referral
Program – Word-of-mouth marketing is a great resource for marketers because it can quickly spread your brand and completely free of charge. One easy way to start a promotion like this is to set up a referral program. Customers will then be highly motivated in encouraging their friends and
family to use your company, and your brand awareness should be increasing. Guest Articles – Just like influencer marketing, trying to put some guest articles on the blog can open your brand to bloggers' followers. Freebies - We all love freebies, right? If you give them to consumers, then
your brand will immediately end up in their good books. Besides, they will take home branded items, so there is no chance for them your name. Social Media Contests – When you run a social media contest, you can encourage your followers to share your posts and tweets on their own
timeline. This can spread brand awareness and should also bag you some new followers in the process as well. Podcast - Trying to establish yourself as an industry thinking leader can gain Some serious kudos among your business partners. Starting your own podcast will create a platform
from which you can disseminate your knowledge and wisdom, helping to strengthen your position in the industry. If it goes well, it should be shared around a fair bit too! How Building a EquityEstablishing Brand building brand awareness means being another step in developing brand equity.
Brand equity is reinforced by brand awareness factors, identity, and loyalty. Mindfulness is the memory customers have a brand. Identity is what makes the brand stand out in the market. Make sure brand identity is consistent with universal tones, imagements, and engagement on all
mediums either on social media or brand websites. Build a loyalty to create an audience that follows and trusts the brand. This can be done word of mouth or by offering incentives. Staying in touchOne the next way you can build a brand equity is to maintain a unique identity. A strong
identity that is easily identifiable will help you stand out from the crowd. If your branding pop is, it will support your brand's awareness and identity, both of which are important factors in overall equity. You should also make sure that identity is consistent across the board in all branding as
well. Otherwise, it can cause confusion among your target audience and they may not be sure whether the branded products they see in the wild really are one of yours. How to measure BrandThere Awareness is so much the simple way that marketing managers can measure their brand
awareness, but that is a different post. In short, here's a brief summary of everything every marketer needs to do: Check out the Search Volume – just check out your keyword research tools to see how many people are looking for each keyword. If you keep an eye on this number over time,
you need to get a pretty good idea of how your brand awareness performs. Social Media Mention – How many are talking about your brand on social platforms? It's also worth spying on how many people share your posts too. Don't forget to check out the mention of competitors while you're
there too! Website traffic – Direct traffic is a good indicator of how many people remember your brand and specifically find it online. Check Sites - How's a conversation around your brand on Google, Yelp, Yahoo, etc?? How to Measure Brand Equity That Finalizes your brand awareness
should give you an overview of your equity as well. If you focus on the following, you can measure your brand equity further:Relevance – If you know that your brand is relevant, then you can be happy to know its equity is also high. Value – Likewise, brands that provide customers with
value should also have strong equity. Emotional Connection – Each brand needs to have a human side because this will help its target audience connect to its story. Customer Life value – Do you consider that your customers are stick to your brand for some time to come? Otherwise, then
this is an area that needs to work as a good customer's lifetime value often suggests significant brand equity. Adopt a Loyalty Program – If customers are interested in your loyalty program then they have every intention of making repeated purchases. Survey – Ask your customers and
target audience what they think you're the best way to measure your brand perception, another overall equity indicator. Focus Groups – If not many people engage with online surveys, you can also try to engage with them directly! Setting up a focus group is a great way to ask your target
audience about what they think about your brand face-to-face. Measuring the impact your brand hasWhat Better Brand Awareness Can Do for Brand Equity You Have a strong brand awareness of giving a ton of benefits. Expect increased customer loyalty. Increasingly aware brand people
are more likely they to trust and choose them; habit is safety. Brand awareness also serves as a huge measure of success and shows investors that it is a brand worth investing. Major brands exist for some reason. Apple is one of the most valuable brands in the world with extensive reach
in terms of its audience or customers. It's not about costs. People are willing to pay for Apple products, despite the high price tags. Apple's iconic and universal logo makes company products easily identifiable. There is no doubt that Apple's clever marketing campaign is backed by a strong
team. The incredible and consistent customer service provided at its grocery store and Genius Bars also contributes to customers buying and re purchasing their products. The big goals - being like AppleGetting to the level of brand equity and the awareness that Apple has achieved is
certainly not an easy task. But looking at examples like Apple makes someone realize how important brand equity is to the success of a company. Build brand equity to build a customer loyalty foundation willing to pay more and encourage others to do the same. Gett more with Better Brand
awareness and equity equity brand EquityGreat doesn't just mean thinking about customers. Again, consider potential or current investors and who or what they want to invest and continue investing. Having a strong brand provides more options in securing funding to enable brands to grow
and have better negotiating power. The difference between brand awareness and brand equity may seem complicated at first and they certainly overlap. But think of brand awareness as the main ingredient overall meal, brand equity. Knowing the difference and measuring it separately can
be details that get your brand in front of the rest. Other.
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